Crossword Puzzle: Electrocardiographic (ECG) Signs.

Landai Nguyen, D.O.¹

**Across**
1. DIGITALIS EFFECT
4. HYPOThERMIA
9. INFARCTION
11. ARRHYTHMOGENIC RV DYSPLASIA
13. AV DISASSOCIATION MIMICKING NORMAL CONDUCTION
14. P WAVE APPEARANCE IN TYPICAL ATRIAL FLUTTER
18. SEVERE HYPERKALEMIA WAVE
21. LEFT ATRIAL ENLARGEMENT
22. CONDUCTION OF A NORMAL QRS COMPLEX IN LBBB
23. T WAVE CHANGES IN EARLY INFARCTION
24. ACCESSORY PATHWAY
25. LONG QT VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA

**Down**
1. FIBRILLATION INFLAMMATION
2. VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA IN ISCHEMIA
3. QRS IN MYOCARDIAL SCAR
5. T WAVES IN HEAD TRAUMA
6. NARROW COMPLEX VT
7. SINUS ARRHYTHMIA IN AV BLOCK
8. WAVES ON NECK EXAM IN VT
10. RATE RELATED RBBB ABERRANCY
12. COYED ST ELEVATION IN V1
15. QRS CHANGES IN TAMPOONADE
16. GIANT RA IN EISENSTEIN ANOMALY
17. INVERTED ANTERIOR T WAVES IN THE YOUNG
19. ISCHEMIC T WAVES
20. HYPTERTROPHY
21. SECOND DEGREE AV BLOCK
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